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AUDIOREVISTAS 

 

 Speak Up : nº454 
 Speak Up : nº455 
 Speak Up : nº456 
 Speak Up : nº457 
 Speak Up : nº458 
 Speak Up : nº459 

 
 

REVISTAS 

 

 National Geographic : June 2023 
 National Geographic: July 2023 
 National Geographic: August 2023 
 National Geographic: September 2023 

 National Geographic: October 2023 

 National Geographic : November 2023 
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LITERATURA 

 

The wonder spot 
Bank, Melissa 
 
Nothing comes easily to Sophie Applebaum, the black sheep of 
her family trying to blend in with the herd. Uneasily situated 
between two brothers, Sophie first appears as the fulcrum and 
observer of her clan in "Boss of the World." Then, at college, in 
"The Toy Bar," she faces a gauntlet of challenges as Best Friend to 
the dramatic and beautiful Venice Lambourne, curator of "perfect 
things." In her early twenties, Sophie is dazzled by the possibilities 
of New York City during the Selectric typewriter era—only to land 
solidly back in Surrey, PA after her father's death. The Wonder 
Spot follows Sophie's quest for her own identity—who she is, 
what she loves, whom she loves, and occasionally whom she feels 
others should love—over the course of 25 years. In an often-
disappointing world, Sophie listens closely to her own heart. And 
when she experiences her 'Aha!' moments—her own personal 
wonder spots—it's the real thing. 
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 The New Yorker : May 15, 2023 
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All the broken places 
Boyne, John 
 
When is a monster's child culpable? Guilt and complicity are 
multifaceted. John Boyne is a maestro of historical fiction. You 
can't prepare yourself for the magnitude and emotional impact of 
this powerful novel' John Irving 
'Exceptional, layered and compelling...This books moves like a 
freight train, with force and consequence for the reader' Amy 
Bloom 
From the author of the globally bestselling, multi-million-copy 
classic, The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas, comes its astonishing and 
powerful sequel. 
Ninety-one-year-old Gretel Ferns by has lived in the same 
mansion block in London for decades. She leads a comfortable, 
quiet life, despite her dark and disturbing past. She doesn't talk 
about her escape from Germany over seventy years before. She 
doesn't talk about the post-war years in France with her mother. 
Most of all, she doesn't talk about her father, the commandant of 
one of the most notorious Nazi concentration camps. 
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